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A Video To Inspire You!

Reproductive Justice Walking Tour!

We've just released the Reproductive Justice Walking Tour Video, a short film on
YouTube. Perfect for the midterm election cycle! Take a look!

The video follows our Reproductive Justice Walking Tour in New York as we put
Reproductive Justice on the map in our history, our lives and our communities.   

We had great responses to the Reproductive Justice Walking
Tour: "Very well done." "Eye-opening." "BRILLIANT." 
"A success."  "Many thanks." 

The video is gaining a new set of fans. Edited by
Therese Shechter ("How to Lose Your Virginity"), it's online
at the UK Festival of Choice and will be at the WBAI-Joy of
Resistance Feminist Film Festival in Brooklyn on Oct. 3.

The June walking tour and fair were filled to capacity; half
the income went to the NY Abortion Access Fund.  See

pictures on Tumblr, and read more on our website or Storify.
           ______________________________________________

Get Our TOOLKIT:
Do A ReproJustice Tour in Your Community

We've put together a new TOOLKIT to help you do a Reproductive
Justice Tour in your community.

We've set out a step-by-step guide. The TOOLKIT includes a
specially-designed chart to brainstorm on sites and ideas in any
community.

A Toolkit Tip: Use landmark sites and contemporary ones, and add context and
surprises with performers, poetry, and quirky facts. It works! 

And, as you'll see on our video, the process opens new conversations!  Do it! (We'll
help!)

___________________________________________________________

Keep MOBILIZING! 

Download a free ACTIVIST CARD on Reproductive Justice.

                                                                See our blog for more ideas!

The Reproductive Justice Walking Tour was funded by T he Abortion Conversations
Project, The Puffin Foundation, The Anne Hale and Arthur Johnson Trust and individual
donors to Words of Choice. Many thanks!



donors to Words of Choice. Many thanks!

~Cindy Cooper
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